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Foreword
What If? Reimagining the Concept of Universal Design for Education
Some﻿decades﻿ago,﻿I﻿was﻿working﻿with﻿the﻿National﻿Council﻿for﻿Curriculum﻿and﻿Assessment﻿in﻿Ireland﻿






















































of﻿ learner﻿ identities﻿and﻿ for﻿conjoining﻿ research﻿perspectives﻿ that﻿ interrogate﻿how﻿UDL,﻿along﻿with﻿
other﻿emancipatory﻿conceptual﻿frameworks,﻿such﻿as﻿culturally﻿sustaining﻿pedagogies﻿(CSP)﻿can﻿assist﻿
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